
People who see my sculptural collection I
Would Wear That: A self-absorbed study in non-
functional weaving want to do exactly that. But
I want them to look beyond their comfort zone. If
it is beautiful enough to wear, can it survive on
the wall? If it can’t be worn, can it thrive 
in a gallery? Since hanging my weavings loose
would not have provided enough distance from
their conventional use, I mounted and stuffed
them on elliptically shaped boards. Removing the
textile more steps away from its traditional use
helps it to be seen as fine art.

I envy weavers who channel their vision
into unique wearable art. But I feel more excited
by the drama of sculpture. Sculpture has no rules,
no specifications. You can go right by going
wrong.

When I went to the Fashion District in
New York City to buy fabric for the I Would Wear
That series, I wanted to buy the charcoal-gray
Ralph Lauren boiled wool. So beautiful. But a
friend body-blocked me from paying $60
a yard. I would wear that, but the
project needed spice.
After rejecting the high-
end outlets, we ended
up in a discount store
that sold mostly to
Broadway shows and
the Ice Capades. It was
frenetic. To accent the
earth-toned weavings I had
made, I bought shimmery bronze
organza, leopard prints, and
bright blue velour. This
flashy show-tune
costume 
fabric 
became
something
I would
wear—at
only $8 
a yard.

My sculptures
and handwoven tapestries
apply the Japanese 
philosophy of SAORI. With its
Zen mindset, SAORI encourages freeform

work—no patterns, no rules, no mistakes. Each
artist honors their fabric differently. I give mine
tough love. Weavers’ creations are our children.
We want them near. We can’t let them go, let
alone cut them up. Fellow weavers shriek when 
I threaten my work. Scissors! Staples! Glue! 
Razors and tape! But I understand. I cringe before
weaving with the yarn I dye and spin myself. 
They are fiber candy, too pretty to eat. Objects of
obsession.

The first time I made a tapestry instead
of clothing, it was disastrous. Artists who normally
praised my work could only mutter “that is differ-
ent.” Creating something that had no concrete
use was daunting. I threw in gold ribbons and
sticks and shells. I paired my weaving with burlap.
I tried too hard. Years later, I circled back to mak-
ing fabric to wear, but now I hang it on walls.
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My husband does not wear what I make
him because he does not want to wear them out.
Function, function, function. If you won’t display it
on your body, why not hang it on a wall? Is it all too
precious? I was so frustrated with my scarves being
buried in a pile that I mounted hooks in our living
area, making sculpture.

People ask me if the pieces in I Would Wear
That are masks, or seat cushions, or stones. Sure. I
don’t want to tie them down to definitions, but
some viewers need something to hold on to. 
You can’t wear it, so what do you do with it? 
Discomfort excites.

Oh, yes, I would wear that.

—Juliet Martin began her career in digital media but
now works predominantly in fiber. She completed a BA
from Brown University, Providence, RI, and a MFA from the
School of Visual Arts in New York. www.julietmartin.com
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JULIET MARTIN Outerwear: Blue
Handwoven and machine-made fabric, art board, 

fleece, 32" x 22", 2015.

JULIET MARTIN Shoe Closet 
Collection of 13 pieces, handwoven and machine-made 

fabric, art board, fleece, 40" x 120" installed, 2015. 
Detail LEFT TOP.


